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Thank you for a great year
Once again we come to the end of a karate year. We have now been running on the Gold Coast for 13
years and each year at this time I reflect on what has transpired throughout the year and how we are
tracking.
2018, I believe will go down as a pivotal year for Chito-Ryu on the Gold Coast. Two more Gold Coast
Members achieved their Black Belts with Ben Dempsey and Daniel Goldberg receiving a fitting reward
for their years of training and hard work. We also have our first Jun-shidoin (Junior Instructor ranking)
with Anthony Horgan achieving this rank. On top of those three we also have a number of other
members who are very close to black belt, and instructor gradings. With the growth that I have seen
amongst all our senior members I am expecting more advancements in 2019.
Whilst the growth at the top end has been impressive it is the growth in the lower ranks that I am most
excited about. In our Juniors and Seniors we have a lots of great students coming through the ranks
with in particular good numbers and quality in our white to orange belt ranks. If these guys can all stick
together for the next couple of years, we are going to have a very solid club with good students across
all ranks in a few years’ time.
Our Little Champions also continue to go from strength to strength with a number of very talented kids
achieving great things. Having had the opportunity to see Little Champions from the other Australian
dojo at the National Titles this year I can honestly say how impressed I am with the quality of our
youngest members.
2018 I have focussed on developing resources for students to supplement their training within the
eDojo website. We are starting to see some good results from this so will continue to expand the
knowledge base throughout next year. I have also been looking very carefully at how best to develop
our students and what are the key requirements for each level to ensure a smooth consistent path of
growth. I am very pleased with how this has progressed so far with the overall improvement in the
standard of our lower ranks showing that we are on the right path. I will be continuing with the ongoing
review of how we are teaching Chito-Ryu Karate and looking to continue to improve so we all continue
to get better.
Part of the success of our students is due to the great work our leaders do in classes. In particular
Senpai Monica Lester and Sam Lenton have been doing some amazing work in the classes they
teach. I don’t have enough space to mention all the leaders here but to every one that helps out in
classes, thank you.

2019 Focus
For 2019 as well as the primary goal of helping all our members to be the best that they can be, there
are a couple of areas that I will be focussing on developing: * Further development of the learning resources in the eDojo.

* Development of the Leadership program with clear pathways and skill requirements for each
level with associated resources and coaching. As we develop more high-level leaders this
allows me the opportunity to step back from teaching students for some parts of the class and
instead focus on helping our leaders become better teachers/leaders which in turn will allow
Chito-Ryu to continue to expand and grow.
* Taking a strong well-trained team to the Soke Cup in Canada.
* Further development of the club culture with more involvement in all club activities by
members and an increased sense of community. Keep an eye out for new club merchandise as
part of this development.

Personal Excellence
The final and most important area of development will be in all our members, it is something I am
very passionate about. Karate is an interesting activity in that it is an individual pursuit conducted in
a group environment. Through the study of karate, a student obtains many benefits including
confidence, health and wellbeing, flexibility, spirit, self-defence skills etc. All these can be achieved
on your own, but the progress is enhanced by training in the dojo with the support of like-minded
peers. So, training regularly in the dojo is a great way to improve. However, when one truly studies
karate the training is not just about what you do in the dojo but about what you do with all facets of
your life. To train in karate is to strive for Personal Excellence in all aspects of your life. It is to
become the best person you can be. To become the kind of person that you are proud to be. It is to
become a person who is looked up to in society.
Whilst the pursuit of Personal Excellence has always been the virtually unsaid goal of the dojo, in
2019 we will be making this a clear focus for all members. The motto/philosophy of the club will be
published as:

“Achieving personal excellence together”
Throughout the year you will begin to see resources appearing on Personal Excellence. We will be
planting the seeds of success in our Little Champions and Juniors through training exercises,
encouragement and mat chats on personal excellence and how to achieve it. Our seniors will be
provided with the training to develop the discipline to train for personal excellence in all aspects of
their lives. And as the last part of the motto says we will be doing it together because that is what
the dojo is for.

How you can help in 2019?
The easiest way to help in 2019 is to train your best with a big smile on your face
Another way you can help is to keep telling everyone you can about Gold Coast Chito-Ryu Karate
and how good it is. We want our dojo to continue to grow and more people to access the benefits
of learning real authentic karate. Please encourage people to come along and check out the dojo.
If you have a work place, school or community that we can advertise in please let me know.
The final goal for the new year is one that the club is looking to do and that is to put a fan in the
dojo to make training a little more comfortable and also some brighter lighting. We will be looking
to obtain a grant for this work and/or conducting fundraising activities so when the opportunity
presents, we would appreciate your help. If you have any contacts in the electrical industry or
someone who supplies fans and lighting please speak with me.
Once again thankyou to everyone for an amazing 2018 and bring on 2019!

Regards
Sensei Adam
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2018 Events
Throughout the year Gold Coast Chito-Ryu Karate members participated in a
number of fun exciting events including Gradings, Tournaments, Special Guest
instructors, outdoor training and special themed classes.
These special events are always great fun and everyone should look to be part
of them in 2019.

Beach Training

A Gold Coast favourite, beach training is a chance to do some fun training
on the beach. Held February and November it is one not to be missed.

Tournament Champions
* Sam Lenton (Sunshine Coast Tournament)
* Liam Glover (Gold Coast Karate Competition)
* Mariam El-Deeb (Gold Coast Karate Competition)

Event Winners
Sunshine Coast Tournament 1
* Cooper Higgins (4-7yrs Adv Kata)
* Bailey Weeks (8-13yrs Green Kata)
* Sam Lenton (Masters Kata)
* Abigail Weeks (4-6yrs Kumite Tag)
* Keahn Capon (7-8yrs Kumite Tag)
* Jorja Higgins (10-11yrs Girls Kumite)
* Axel Schnebli (10-11yrs Boys Kumite)
* Ben Dempsey (Mens Kumite)
Gold Coast Cup

QLD State Titles
* Cooper Higgins (4-7yrs Adv Kata)
* Kazumi Tominaga, Amy Jaffers, Bridget
Weeks (Beg Team Kata)
* Cooper Shaw (4-5yrs Mixed Kumite)
* Devon Jaffers (6-7yrs Kumite)
* Axel Schnebli (10-12yrs Kumite)
* Ben Dempsey (Mens U/70kg Kumite)
* Adam Higgins, Ben Dempsey, Adrian
Spoto, Sam Lenton, Chantal Higgins
(Team Kumite)
Australian Titles

* Liam Glover (4-7yrs Beg Kata)
* Adrian Spoto (Mens 75kg+ Kumite)
* Charlotte Shaw (4-7yrs Adv Kata)
* Cooper Higgins, James Ngo, Liam Glover (Beg Team Kata)
* Millie Dorley, Jessi Mann, Ashleigh Gula (Med Team Kata)
* Cooper Shaw (4-5yrs Kumite Tag)
* Bailey Weeks (8-9yrs Kumite Tag)
* Ashleigh Gula (10-11yrs Kumite)
* Axel Schnebli (10-11yrs Boys Kumite)
* Elisha Dorley (14-15yrs Mixed Kumite)
* Ben Dempsey (16-17yrs Mixed Kumite)
Gold Coast Karate Competition
* Liam Glover (4-7yrs Beg Kata)
* Cooper Higgins (4-7yrs Adv Kata)
* Charlotte Shaw (8-12yrs W-O Kata)
* Mariam El-Deeb (13yrs+ W-O Kata)
* Mariam El-Deeb, Sara El-Deeb, Chanel Manser (Beg Team Kata)
* Hunter Windle (6-7yrs Kumite Tag)
* Liam Glover (6-7yrs Kumite)
* Millie Dorley (10-11yrs Kumite)
* Ben Dempsey (Mens U/70kg Kumite)

Superhero
Day

Who doesn't want to
be a superhero?
The Little
Champions love the
chance to dress up
as a Superhero for a
fun training session.

QLD Karate Camp

The Annual QLD Chito-Ryu Karate Camp provides an opportunity for Gold
Coast and Sunshine Coast Chito-Ryu Karateka (plus special guests from
other regions) to get together for a weekend of serious hard training and a
bit of socialising. The camp also includes a Dan grading with Ben Dempsey
and Daniel Goldberg both successful in achieving their black belts at this
years camp.

Autumn Grading
Ewan Hurtley – 12 Kyu
Merryn Jaﬀers – 11 Kyu
Bridget Weeks – 10 Kyu
Bailey Weeks – 9 Kyu
Ken Wu – 9 Kyu
Shone Denny – – 9 Kyu
Benjamin Weeks – 9 Kyu
Jessi Mann – 7 Kyu

Winter Grading
Mehi Whala – 12 Kyu
James Bull – 12 Kyu
Tristan Manser – 12 Kyu
Jack Forde – 12 Kyu
Joel Davey – 12 Kyu
Keahn Capon – 12 Kyu
Chanel Manser – 12 Kyu
Theo Garland – 12 Kyu
Tahlia Boyd – 12 Kyu
William Adsett – 12 Kyu
Isabella Parkinson - 11th Kyu
Sara El-Deeb - 11th Kyu
Dylan Preston - 11th Kyu
Jason Jaﬀers - 11th Kyu
Mariam El-Deeb - 11th Kyu
Aisha Cheyne - 11th Kyu
Johan Shajee - 10th Kyu
Merryn Jaﬀers - 10th Kyu
Harrison De Byl - 10th Kyu
Dixon Garland - 10th Kyu
Lauren Rae - 9th Kyu
Yuvi Whala - 9th Kyu
Bailey Weeks - 8th Kyu
Ryan Pike - 8th Kyu
Millie Dorley - 7th Kyu
Amelie Ollivier - 7th Kyu
Darren Clark - 6th Kyu
Taj Pike - 6th Kyu
Chantal Higgins - 5th Kyu
Jorja Higgins - 5th Kyu
Axel Schnebli - 5th Kyu
Ruben Lester - 4th Kyu

2018 Gradings

Spring Grading
Yusuf El-Deeb – 12 Kyu
Levi Kim – 12 Kyu
Chevy De Labertauche – 12 Kyu
Toby Kim – 12 Kyu
Max Chilman – 12 Kyu
Charlotte Shaw - 11th Kyu
Belinda Mallinson - 11th Kyu
Logan Priest - 11th Kyu
James Bull - 11th Kyu
Isabella Parkinson - 10th Kyu
Dylan Preston - 10th Kyu
Sara El-Deeb - 10th Kyu
Mariam El-Deeb - 10th Kyu
Bridget Weeks - 9th Kyu
Hunter Smith - 8th Kyu
Benjamin Weeks - 8th Kyu
Bailey Weeks - 7th Kyu
Kieran Milloy - 7th Kyu
Jessi Mann - 6th Kyu
Troy Lester - 6th Kyu
Leonard Lam - 6th Kyu
John Lenton - 2nd Kyu

Summer Grading
Charlie Johnson – 12 Kyu
Abby Moore – 12 Kyu
Te Maioho Maitai – 12 Kyu
Steve Moore – 12 Kyu
Aiden Spoto – 12 Kyu
Devon Jaﬀers - 11th Kyu
Cooper Higgins - 11th Kyu
Tahlia Boyd - 11th Kyu
Yusuf El-Deeb - 11th Kyu
Sam Thompson - 11th Kyu
Keahn Capon - 11th Kyu
Tobias Kim - 11th Kyu
Max Chilman - 11th Kyu
Charlotte Shaw - 10th Kyu
Amy Jaﬀers - 10th Kyu
Jason Jaﬀers - 10th Kyu
Logan Priest - 10th Kyu
Harrison De Byl - 9th Kyu
Merryn Jaﬀers - 9th Kyu
Dylan Preston - 9th Kyu
Levi Lenton - 9th Kyu
Johan Shajee - 9th Kyu

13 Year Anniversary

Celebrating 13 years with an awesome combined karate class. It was so good
to see the dojo packed out with about a third of our membership base in
attendance.

Kangeiko

Kangeiko is special winter training held at
Springbrook with training and meditation at
various natural locations. The final stage is
training under the waterfall.

Halloween

A great fun themed class with our Little Champions and
Juniors all dressing up for the occasion.

Soke & Higuchi Kyoshi

2018 Award Winners
Budoka of the Year - Bridget Weeks
Our 2018 Budoka of the Year award winner is Bridget Weeks.
Bridget has been a standout in the dojo throughout the year with her great attitude and training ethic.
What ever else is going on in her life Bridget always found time to get to the dojo and do some
training, always with a smile on her face. It is this consistency along with attending every extra
seminar and training opportunity that has been available to her that has seen Bridget’s karate continue
to get stronger as the year has gone by.

In the later part of the year Bridget has committed to assisting in the Little Champions and
Juniors classes as a leader and has very quickly demonstrated her talents in this area proving a
valuable assistant to all our younger students.
Bridget has always shown a quite determined spirit and will always give her all. During the year
Bridget committed to participating in tournaments which can be a scary proposition for adults
and performed very well beating students higher ranked than her in kata. Not feeling confident
to compete in kumite yet Bridget has made it a focus to improve her kumite skills in 2018 to be
ready to compete next year. It is this kind of commitment to improving in all areas including her
weaknesses that will see Bridget continue to grow and I am sure achieve her black belt in the
future.

Little Champions Karateka of the Year - Liam Glover
Liam has had a fantastic year in karate. Training 2-3 times a week
Liam always brings lots of energy and enthusiasm to every class.
Liam has demonstrated a lot of ability in tournaments winning his
divisions and a Tournament Champion award at the GC Karate
Competition.

Juniors Karateka of the Year - Charlotte Shaw

Charlotte is a very talented young karateka with a natural technique
that will see her go along way. Charlotte best ability however is her
determination and spirit. She is always trying her hardest and
setting a great example for others to follow.
With her great attitude and the example she sets Charlotte was
invited in to the Leadership Team and has been helping out with the
Little Champions.

Seniors Karateka of the Year - Ben Weeks

Ben is the perfect example of a quiet achiever, each class he
attends he works hard to improve and refine his technique and the
results have really shown with a big improvement in his karate
occurring this year.
Ben is happy to step out of his comfort zone and challenge himself.
This year he has been participating in the kobudo class to learn
weapons. The class normally just has Brown and Black belts in it so
Ben is quiet often working on his own on beginner techniques/kata
but continues to show great perseverance turning up each week
and making steady progress.
With Ben's attention to detail, perseverance and hard work he is
sure to continue to grow in to a great karateka in the coming years.

2018 Members

Sensei Adam Higgins
Sandan, Shidoin
Gold Coast Chito-Ryu Karate Chief Instructor

Shodan

Anthony Horgan (Jun-Shidoin)

Monica Lester

Ben Dempsey

Daniel Goldberg

1st Kyu
Brown &
Black

Nathan Tang

Samantha Lenton

Adrian Spoto

Kazumi Tominaga

Brendan Young

3rd Kyu
Brown &
White

2nd Kyu
Brown

John Lenton

Joshua Sheath

Elisha Dorley

Dylan Pike

Ashleigh Gula

Ruben Lester

Chantal Higgins

Jason Lucas

4th Kyu
Purple

5th Kyu
Purple &
White

6th Kyu
Blue

Axel Schnebli

Darren Clark

Jimamelia Clark

Leonard Lam

Troy Lester

Jessi Mann

Charlotte O'Hanlon

Taj Pike

7th Kyu
Blue & White

Millie Dorley

Kieran Milloy

8th Kyu
Green

Amelie Ollivier

Bailey Weeks

Michael Li

Ryan Pike

Hunter Smith

9th Kyu
Green &
White
Benjamin Weeks

Harrison DeByl

Shone Denny

Merryn Jaffers

Levi Lenton

Dylan Preston

Johan Shajee

Bridget Weeks

10th Kyu
Orange

Yuvi Whala

Ken Wu

Aisha Cheyne

Mariam El-Deeb

Sara El-Deeb

Dixon Garland

Jason Jaffers

Amy Jaffers

Chris Leat

Sebastian Leat

Isabella Parkinson

Logan Priest

Oliver Rustin

Charlotte Shaw

Tahlia Boyd

James Bull

11th Kyu
Orange &
White

Keahn Capon

Max Chilman

Yusuf El-Deeb

Cooper Higgins

Devon Jaffers

Tobias Kim

Belinda Mallinson

Rick Parry

Sam Thompson

12th Kyu
Yellow
Joel Davey

Chevy De Labertauche

Jack Forde

Theo Garland

Ewan Hurtley

Charlie Johnson

Levi Kim

Te Maioho Maitai

Tristan Manser

Chanel Manser

Steve Moore

Abby Moore

Toby Somerville

Aiden Spoto

Mehi Whala

White Belt

Stacey Cole

Ryan Gale

Sonny Bayliss

Patrick Busuttin

Jean du Plesis

Rhiannon Dunn

Aaron Higgins

James Jackson

Thomas Karaitiana

Ga Lunny-Maitai

James Ngo

Joe Reavey

Ben Retallick

Kaylah Smith

Summer Windle

Lucas Wu

Kellie Windle

Little Champions

Purple

Blue
Isabella Topic

Liam Glover

Bohdi Valencour

Abigail Weeks

Green
Cooper Shaw

Josh Thompson

Nicolas Fairlie

Orin Kennedy

Addison Schnebli

Tyson Waite

Orange

Sophia Puggioni

Yellow
George Bull

Zavia Cole

Joshua Davey

Jakobi Dellit

Isabella du Plessis

Kira Dunn

Rory Harland

Jonathon Hensley

Joshua Hensley

Charlie Hyland

Jack Johnson

Mia Lyons

Lucy Reavey

Hunter Windle

Sophie Bayliss

Archie Brennan

White

Luke Davey

Lachlan McMurray

Gabriel Meinhold

Noah Milloy

Connor Oberg

Lily-Jane Oberg

Kai Retallick

Kyron Samountry

Jesse Valencour

Calista Weeks

Would you like your own copy of the Yearbook?
Printed copies of the Yearbook are available to order. If
you would like a copy contact Sensei Adam to organise.

